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ABSTRACT

An experimental research work in relation to fruit quality assessment is represented in this paper.
The demands for high quality fruits require for grower and distributors to set up an integrated
quality control system for monitoring the quality of the fruits during transporting.
Vibration simulation carried out to measure the dynamic behaviour of a pear during transporting.
The experimental program included the dynamic study on-line. Operational modal parameter
estimation was made based on acquired data for three types of packaging methods (Random
distribution, Line distributed and Absorber sheet). To asses the dynamic behavior of package and
the damage to pear due to transient vibration during transporting and the possible effect du~ to the
position of pear inside the package, utilized the absorber sheet along the floor of transport.

Five identified modes were identified in the frequency range (0-200 Hz) using two techniques of
estimation. Peak picldng method (P-P) and robust technique enhanced frequency domain
decomposition (EFDD) are applied to avoid harmonic components in application.

A damage identification technique using damage index method has been applied to determine the
integrity of the structure (fruit). The results obtained in range (0-50 Hz) shows that increasing
damage volume compared to (100-200 Hz), may be due to closing harmonic frequency of
mechanical element with natural frequency of pear and this need much attention in design the
suspension system for fruit transport trucks in attempt to keep the resonance• frequencies of fruit
away from exciting frequency of rotating system. A comparison of experimental results of three
types of packaging shows that absorber sheet is more suitable for packaging. The use of absorber
sheets reduced the percentage of damage fruit by (46-59%). The results obtained in the present
research suggest the protective treatment of the fruit with absorber sheet as cushioning package
and to design cushioning package to protect an item (fruits) of known strength from known shock
and vibration.
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1. U4ThOflUCTION
The quality of fruits can be determined by its

external and internal characteristics. The most
important external characteristics are the size, shape,
smell, appearance and product presentation, and the
most important internal characteristics are the taste
and texture (see Refs. [1-31). The flesh firmness is a
texture attribute and one of the major fruit quality
indicators. The demands for high quality fruits make
it necessary for growers and distributors to set up an
integrated quality control system for monitoring the
quality of the fruits during picking, storage, and
distribution. The traditional destructive technique for
measuring the firmness is the Magness-Taylor
firmness test with penetrometer. This method which
is defined in terms of resistance to penetration is,
however, destructive and cannot be used for on-line
control of fruit quality. Currently, there is a growing
interest in non destructive methods for on-line
sorting. Many researchers proposed some non
destructive methods based on the dynamic principles,
such as the acoustical signal and resonance frequency
produced by the machinery lcnock and shock power,
(traditional modal analysis) which utilize
eigenfrequeney of fruit vibration or shock power to
measure its firmness (see Refs. [4-9]). Although the
measurements and technologies may be different,
their purposes in all studies are to evaluate the
Young’s modulus of fruit firmness and obtain their
relationship. Several non destructive methods for
firmness estimation have been developed; the most
important ones are based on vibrations [10],
ultrasounds [11], compression [12] and impact
forces.

Theoretical studies on vibration characteristics of
a pear are considered as elastic homogeneous object•
and the influence of pericarp and the core can be
neglected and assumed to be the same as listed .in
[13-14]. The bottom boundary constraint has been
applied. The geometrical model of the pear is meshed
by using 3D structural 8 nodes 45 solid elements
[15]. Fruits can be modeled as visco-elastic spheres.

Much research has been carried recently out on
assessing the effect of vibration during transport on
farm produce. The frequencies of transport vibration
have been monitored for trucks carrying fresh fruit
[16-17]. Moreover, much attention has been paid to
assessing mechanical damage to different species of
fruit and vegetables during transport, such as potato
[18], peaches [19], apples [20-21], loquats [22], and
pears 123]. It is thus well known that one of the major
causes of mechanical damage to fresh fruit is
vibration during transport between farms and retail
out lets [24].

Currently, there is a growing interest in damage
monitoring fdr on-line test. The intensity and
duration of vibration will determine the severity of

damage. In attamped to determine the causes of
transmit fruit damage. For this purpose operational
modal analysis axe procedures to identi~’ modal
parameter of structure from the response to unknown
random excitation on machine (truck) during
operation. The advanced signal processing tool used
in techniques allow the inherent properties of fruit
structure (resonance frequency, damping ratio and
mode patterns) to be determined by only measuring
the response of structure without using artificial
excitation. This technique has been successfully used
in civil engineering structure (building, bridge, and
tower) where the natural excitation of the wind is
used to extract modal parameters (see Refs. [25-29]).
It is now being applied to mechanical and aerospace
engineering applications (rotating machinery on-road
testing in light testing) [30-31]. The advantage of this
technique is that a modal can be generated while the
structure is under operating conditions. That is, a
modal within true boundary conditions and actual
force of vibration levels. The test performed with
other applications the measurement technique is
identical to (ODS) measurement procedure [32],
where, one accelerometer is used as a reference and
series of accelerometers for the responses at all
degrees of freedom of interests.

For agriculture applications in many existing
practical case in addition to the random loads,

• harmonic excitations are also present due to for
instance to the rotating components. If the frequency
of the harmonic components of the input is close to
the eigenfrequency of the fruit, damage will occur,

• and OMA procedure fails to identif3’ the modal
• parameter acaurately (see Refs. [25, 33-34]).

Therefore special attention must be paid to identi&
and separate harmonic component from structural
modes and eliminate the influence of harmonic
component in modal analysis, we need robust
analysis to solve problem which can not be solved by

• conventional approach as in (see Refs. [22, 35-36)),
they used linear (PSD), and this spectrum can not
detect side band frequency if there is closed
frequency because of poor resulation through the
average result and it need to special correlation
detection as in [28] used P-P method and this is good
method for light damping and for spaced modes. [22,
37] used natural excitation technique and complex
expontional identification) in the presence of
harmonic excitation.

• In this paper a simulating car modal is designed

to investigate the fruit damage during transport, an
• impact hammer to exit the model and measuring the

response through aøcelerometers with different
• methods of packaging werO employed in simulated

• transporting test in laboratory;as in Fig (la, b) using
robust technique to avoid harmonic component in
application this method is EFDD [29, 34] and
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compared with P-P method. Three diffeient methods
of packing distribution were employed (random,
absorber sheet and line distribution). The OMA
procedure is based on damage monitoring that could

hammer for measurements.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

An experimental platform is created to investigate
health monitoring schemes under (OMA) for a pear
using three different methods of packaging and two
techniques for operational modal parameters
estimation, the methods included.

1- Evaluation of change in modal properties.
2- Evaluation of EFDD (Enhanced Frequency Domain

Decomposition) lnnsmittance function with
structure subjected to high frequency and compound
mode.

2.1. Specimen Preparation

Bartlett Pears at commercial maturity, according
to the skin color of the fruit, were harvested from a
commercial orchard in Sadat, Minoufiya, Egypt. The
pears were selected on the basis of uniform color and
absence of bruises and disease. All of the pears
(about 100 kg) were transported to the laboratory

open the door or exploits the automated (fruit and
vegetables) damage monitoring towards an
automated fruit inspection system.

• Fig. (2). Mode shapes of the finite element model. (a) Bending
mode);(b) Torsion mode; (c) Compression mode. [15]

within 2 h. According to the commonly used storage
method for Bartlett pears. Five fruits were selected
randomly from each group and a number was affixed
to their stem. Then, the selected pears were
transported in a refrigerated box to the laboratory
about 2 h prior to measurements.

The tested pears are taken from the main spring
crop (sununer 2006, 2007), (Bartlett Pears) were
obtained from the “Privet Farm”, samples were
careflully hand harvested. All samples stored after
harvesting to a certain period, and then tested in
natural temperature after stored period.

The following material, properties were used:
density of 1000 kglm3, Yoting’s modulus of 2.0-4.0
MPa and was estimated according to [38] and
Poisson’s ratio was assumed to be 0.3 and volume of
325 cm3 was to analyze the correlation of Young’s
modulus and frequency. In order to investigate the
dynamic behaviors of this type of pear and

35

Fig (1, a).Simulating of transporting car and the signal measured on dual channel analyzer.

Fig (1, b). Two accelerometers and impact

(a) (b)
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correlation its behavior with geometrical
configuration and material characteristics during
transporting. The size and dimension as in Fig (2)
[IS] for the comparison of natural frequency.

2.2. Simulation Testing

The evaluation of the pear damage using OMA was
carried out simulating road transport in a simple model
of “transporting car’. To simulate the transportation an
impact hammer was used with force transducer.
Preliminary vibration measurements were carried out
on the floor of the model. As shown Fig (3) during all
measurement a small, motor (1200-1500 rpm) is
mounted on the frame of the model. This motor which
is used as excitation source during OMA has been
introduced an amount of unbalance so that the rotation
will generate vibration force of the l~ harmonic besides
this also a family of higher harmonic is introduced.
This was fitted with air ride suspensions for two axles
of the model Fig (Ia) the front axle was suspended by
means of leave springs. Two piezoelectric
accelerometers were fixed on the two positions vertical
and horizontal as in Fig (ib). The accelerometers were
connected to charge amplifier and (FFT) analyzer. The
signals were analyzed in the range (0-200 Hz) using
FDD technique [34].

A frequency analysis of the signals was carried
using EFDD [29, 34] to assess the variability of
successive repeated measures of auto and cross
correlation fhnction. Since two accelerometers were
available for the testing one of these accelerometers is
held stationary for the reference during the test Fig (4),
where the i/p force remains unknown and may vary
between the set-ups. The reference accelerometers is
chosen in order to be able to measure very carefhlly all
the global mode of the structure.

To have a laboratory test for OMA evaluation the
data analysis in frequency range of interest (0-200 Hz).
Data recorded were Manning-window with 66.7%
overlap for spectral average.

_ A.
~.r$

~ LI I ..

~:
L __

___— —- Spr~ ______

i ~ev~

Fig. (3). Schematic layout of the system used for
preliminary t vibration analysis.

2.3. Data Analysis

Different procedures to obtain modal parameters
from the ambient vibration data have been considered
(see Refs. [25-29, 33-34]).

The applied forces are unknown; therefore,
neither the FRF nor impulse response function can be
obtained to determine modal parameters as in
classical modal analysis [33, 39].

The signal at the fixed accelerometer is used as a
reference to determine the FRF and the impulse
response function [31].

Two complementary identification methods have
been considered in th.e present work (FDD and
EFDD), based on frequency domain analysis using
Matlab tool box.

2.3.1. The first idenr~fication method employed is
peak-picking (P-P).

This has been used with success in many other
applications (see Refs. [28, 37, 40]). This methOd is
based on the fact that when FRF reach a peak at
certain frequency it can be associated to the force or
to resonance frequency of the structure. Natural
frequencies are identified from the peaks of spectral
density function

(1)

The distinguish between peaks associated with
the excitation and those associated with resonance
frequencies of the structure the coherence function
between two signal has a value close to one for the
resonance frequencies of the structure. This fact
helps to decide as shown in Fig (5 a, b) which of the
frequencies really are the natural frequencies of the
structures, the (peak picking methods) (P-P) is based
on the assumption that the dynamic resonance peak is
determined for each mode. This valid for well
separated mode as in Fig (5, a) and its difficult to
identify modes very close to each other using this
method.

Fig (4). Transmitted force for random distribution
package using reference accelerometer.
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2.3.2. The second ident(flcation technique used is
the Enhanced Frequency Domain
Decomposition (EFDD).

The technique used in frequency domain [30]
which, from a simple form, introduces significant
improvement to the peak-picking technique. This
method based on a modal decomposition realization
of the spectral density matrix. One of the advantages
of this method being the possibility of identi~ing the
very close modes.

This nonparametric technique estimates modal
parameters directly from signal processing.

FDD technique estimates the modes using
singular value decomposition (SVD) of each spectral
density matrix. This composition corresponds to
(SDOF) identification of the system for each singular
value.

The relationship between the input x (t) and the
output y (t) can b~ written in the following form [30].

[a~ (fw)] = [H(JO)] [G~ (iai)IHC’ 0))]T (2)

where:
Gjjo): is the input power spectral density matrix

that is constant in the case of a stationary
Zero mean white noise input

G,~tj~): is the output PSI) matrix, and
HOw): is the FRF matrix as in equation (2).

The FRF matrix can be written in a typical partial
fraction from used in classical modal analysis in tent
poles and residues.

[Hua,)]=[”(°)Lt [Rk] ~‘ [i~J (3)[x(w)] k=1 jo.~—2~, . Ja,—2~

where: 2k = ± fo.idk (4)

m being the total number of modes.

The contribution, of the modes at a particular.
frequency is limited to finite number (usually 1: or 2).
The response spectral density matrix can be written
‘as following:

(b)
Fig (5). The resonance frequencies of structure and coherence fbnction between two signals.
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The final form

[o~ua~d= z
h~sub@) JO) — 4 JO? —

where:

(5)

sub (co): is the set of modes that contribute at the
particular frequency.

dk is a scalar constant
‘Ilk is the mode shape vector
Ak is the pole of the kth mode.

This fmal form of the matrix is then decomposed
into a set if singular value and singular vector using
the singular value decomposition in performed to
identi~’ (SDOF) models of the problem.

The (EFDD) technique allows the resonance
frequency and damping of a particular mode to
extract by computing the auto and cross correlation
functions [291.

The (SDOF) power spectral density fimction
identified around resonance peak is returned to time
domain using inverse discrete Fourier transform
(IDFT) [29].

The natural frequencies is obtained by
determining zero crossing time and damping by
logarithmic decrements of the corresponding SDOF
normalized auto correlation function.

The free—decay tithe domain function, as in Fig
(6) the correlation function of the SDOF system is
used to estimate the damping for mode k

P Jr$1

where:
r0k is the initial value of the correlation fhnction;
r~k is the Peakth extrema.

The damping natural frequencies are obtained by
regression of the crossing time corresponding to the
extrema of correlation function. The undamped
natural frequency for mode k is then

0rJ2

When the SDOF function is estimated using the
shape determined by previous FDD peak picking the
latter being used as a reference vector in a correlation
analysis based on the Modal Assurance Criteria
(MAC). A MAC value is computed between the
response, FDD vector and a singular vector for each
particular frequency line. If the MAC value of this
vector is above a user-specified MAC rejection level,
the corresponding singular value is included in the
description of the SDOF function. The MAC value
describes the degree of correlation between 2 modes
(it takes a value between 0 and 1). A good
comparison value of these rejection criteria is 0.9

[41]. An average value of the singular vector is then
obtained.

2.4. Bruise spot evaluation

After vibration testing, pears were stored for three
days at a temperature of (20-22C°) for about 24—72h
to allow fUll development of the bruise. During this
interval, the color of the bruised parts of the fruit
flesh changed from the original to brown [42]. The
fruit were then cut in the middle of the two bruised
spots perpendicularly to the fruit surface and the
diameters (D) and depths (t) (in cm) of the spots were
measured as shown in Fig (7). These were used to
calculate the bruise volume of the individual spot
based on the formula given by [43]:

(6)
V(cm3)’ yrD 2

6
(8)

bruise diainel er, D
(rneasui~d)

conlact plane

(7) 7/ . ..

pe~ radius, ~
Onease~

innerbiuse strface

Fig. (7). Bruise volume calculation.

To detect the bruising in tuber the samples were
taken to be treated with a chemical solution (the
samples were talcen and deluging in a catechol for
five minutes). The chemical detection material is a
catechol ~44]. The catechol treatment, applied to the

Fig (6). The free decay time domain.
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outer surface of pear, detects only bruises that break
the surface of the pear. Since black spots seldom
break the skin, they are hot detected by the catechol
and tend to be overlooked.

The damage was considered as the visible
damage to the human eyes after 24 hours for each
test scuffed pears (with surface abrasion damage to
skin) and those with flesh damage were separated
from each test, and there percentagds based on the
weights of the coitesponding dropping were taken as
pear mechanical damage at which location or zones
of the surface of pear where the damage occurred: (a).
Equatorial; (b) peduncular; (c) calycin’e.

2.5. Cori~elations of dynamics characteristics with
transmissibility.

Second-order models [Eq. (9)] wete used to fit the
observed data, The coefficients of the model were
calculated through nonlinear regression also using
STATISTICA software:

Y—b0=b1M+b3P+b1~M2+b12Mx 3’ +b22P2 (9)

where Y is the dependent variable,
independent variables; b0 , b, , b2
are regression coefficients.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Dynamic behavior of pear during
transporting.

The variation ‘of vibration characteristics of this
type of pear with the correlation of its behavior and
material characteristics was investigated ‘using

(a):Random Distribution
(b): Absorber Sheet
(c): Line Distribution

3.1.1., The correlation ofdynamic characteristics of
pear with transmissibility.

Some characteristics revealed various values of
coefficients of correlation among the dynamic
characteristics and different type of packaging
presented in Table (2). Transmissibility relationships
with frequency at different type of packaging, it was
noticed that highly negative and significant
correlations (P<0.00 1) between transmissibility and
frequency for ‘random distribution, line distribution

(OMA) for three m’ethods of packages. The dynamic
behavior of the simulation model of transporting
pears are governed by vertical bending and torsion
modes, in’ the frequency range of (0 — 200Hz), five
modes have been identified in this frequency range.
Table (I) shows the obtained natural frequencies and
damping loss factor for two techniques of estimation
of the model under the transporting conditions for
both three methods of packaging. The first test was
carried for random distribution while the second test
for line distribution and’ the third was using abs’orber
sheet for each pear. Very little change appears in the
natural frequencies obtained from the three
experimental tests, as can be seen from the values
shown in Table (1). Damping loss factor may
increase up to 20% when the packing is’ distributed
absorber sheet as compared with random distribution
in both series of tests.

From measured resonance frequency, the
dynamic modulus of elasticity of the pear was
calculated and described according to [38].

Second-order models [Eq. (9)] were ‘used to fit
the, observed data. Determination of the dynamic
modulus of elasticity of the pear and the correlation
coefficient among dynamic properties and
transmissibility of pear for three types of package are
in Table (2). The coefficients of the model were
calculated through nonlinear regression.

and absorber sheet package (-0.999, -0.992 and -

0.926), respectively. These results mean , that
increasing transmissibility at low level of frequency
as in Fig (8). This may be related to harmonic force
from rotating part closed to natural frequency of the
fruit this leads to increasing vibration and
transmissibility, but when damping loss factor and,
dynamic modulus increased., ‘transmissibility
decreasing as shown in Fig’(9&10).

M and P are the
b~ and b22

Table (1). Comparison of FDD’ and EFDD techni4ue ,for determining resonance frequency and damping
with three types of package. ________

Mode FDD (Fk~ EFDD (Hz) iv~ % 1 (b) tiM % MAC
1,l_ 10 , ‘ 9.80 0.41 , 0.49 0.45 — 0.998
2,1 — 20 19.9 , 0.32 0.37 -~ 0.34 ‘ - 0.996
3,2 70 87.75 , 0.32 0.37 ‘ , 0.33. — - 0.940
4,2 150 150 0.37 , 0.39 0.38 0.9,96
5,3 , 180 , 177 0.34, , , 0.38 , 0.35 , -— 0.964

~: Damping Loss Factor , MAC: Modal Assurance Criteria
FDD: Frequency Domain Decomposition
EFDD: Enhanced Frequency Domain Decomposition
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The second order model [Eq. 9] was employed to
establish correlations for transmissibility, young’s
modulus and packages method as shown in Fig (11).
It was found to predict the transmissibility very well,
as evident from the high correlation coefficient
(0.948). The transmissibility for different packaging
methéds noticed that. Ffrst featured is that random
distributed package is more transmissibility than line
distributed and absorber sheet package. Second
featured is that transmissibility increased with
decreased young’s modulus. It seems that absorber
sheet package absorbed the impact between the
fruits. Therefore, absorber sheet package is the best
package method to reduce the damage between the
samples during the transport.

- z~.4T2.8434.6$%+fl66 e,s’y.o,ala~x1x4o7r?cy-f3e;46a’ry
R~G.914 #i R2’ 0636

Tr~osmiss~bINty r~

~1 t~?1~.! -~

* _i
-~

41220
lounos odulu, ~Ipaj - Fi-.qu.noj(Hz)

Fig. (8). Response surface of the transmissibility (T)
of pears as a function of young’s modulus (E) and

frequency (f).
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Fig. (9). Response surface of the transmissibility (T)
of pears as a function of young’s modulus (E) and

damping loss factor (t9.

z.~1 737:11 5+S53.G1 5x+45S4.6S3y44.33’X’X S20.443~x~y.38S2 25’fy
- -. - RoO.883 & R2u 0.900
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0.32 ~ 3.8
0.28 4.2

Loss F3cI~r r~o ?ou,gu Moduuu (vPD~

Fig. (10). Response surface of the frequency ~fl of
pears as a function of you ig’s modulus ~E) and

damping loss fhctor (ii).

Tfar.trnIuuIb.IIIy (%)

PAS
Your~u Modulus (MP0 PacM;i~ç

Fig. (11). Correlation of the transmissibility (T) of
pears young’s modulus (E) and packaging methods.

3.2. Damage detection using a damage index.

One of the objectives of this work is to obtain
some reference data to detect damage state of fruit by
comparing dynamic parameters obtained along
transporting for three typos of packing.

The damage state has been evaluated using the
damage index method. A damage index can be used
to quanti& the change in dynamic properties of a
structure in a potentially damage state compared to a
baseline healthy state.

The damage index, D~ quantifies the aggregate

change of the transmittance functions across a given
of frequency range in tcnns of a sealar value.
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Table (2). Pearson corelation coefficients among.

•*~P ≤O.OO1

This scalar quantification eliminates the need to store
the complete time history and or spectral data when
data storage limitations are of concern. The damage
index defined over a frequency range of f to

.12 is given as [31):

Where Thu (f): represents the transmittance

function T”jj (f) of response point (I) relative to
response point ~ in a healthy state, and

T”u (f) represents the transmittance function of
response point (I) relative to response point ~ in a
damage state. In the case of (damage pear), the
desired outcome is to quantif~’ the change in damage
index relative to bruise area and volume. The damage
indices were calculated over the entire (0.200 Hz)
range. The frequency band from~ (0.50 Hz) was
observed to produce the most sensitivity of the
damage index of the bruise area (damage). A sample
of transmittance fimction, for this frequency range is
presented in Fig (12) based abound transmission
scheme in Fig (4). The health state is represented by
zero bruise area <damage) and damage stated plotted
conesponds to ~variable area of bruise (random
distribution, line distribution and absorber sheet) as

**p≤QOJ *p≤QQ5

The repeatability of the transmittance test
investigated in six separating trials as in

The tests showed damage indices calculated from
transmittance function has some variation as shown
in Table (3) and Fig (13). Fig (14) shows the
variation in damage index from (0.55 to 0.61) for
random distribution which is approximately 6% of

(10) the smaller value~ The other damage indices results
lesser variation than random distribution. This
damage may be due to fatigue due to repeated forces
of vibration or friction dislocation on the pear
(resulting in cell rupture) affecting the skin, intensity
and duration of vibration. The result due to the
possible effect according to pOsition of pear inside
the package and absorber sheet is as protective
treatment as a cushioning package.

3.2.L Determining the effect of mechanical
vibration andpaclcing method on damage ofpears.

This study was conducted to evaluate the effects
of vibration frequency, vibration acceleration,
packaging method, and vibration duration on the

• mechanical damage during pear transportation. The
• study was performed in two stages. Firstly, vibration

frequency range (0-50 Hz), (50-100 I-Iz), and the auto
power spectrum were measured on the model to
study the effect of some factors (frequency,
packaging and duration) on the mechanical damage
during pear transportations, through the analysis of
vibration spectrum of the interested frequency range.
Secondly, wide range of vibration frequency (100-

Type of Param Frequency Damping Loss Elasticity (B, Transmissibility (T,
Package eters- (f, Hz) Factor (i~ %) MPa) %)
Random (f, Hz) 1.000

Distribution (1. %) -0.526 1.000
• (B, MPa) 0.991 -0.590 1.000

***

• çr, %) -0.999 0.511 -0.987 1.000
*** **

Line (f,Hz) 1.000
Distribution (9, %) -0.369 1.000

(B, MPa) 0.977 -0.410 1.000
**

(T, %) -0.992 0.345 -0.988 1.000
*** **

Vibration 1.000
Absorber (i, %) -0.708 1.000 —

Sheet (B, fvfl’a) 0.985 -0.719 1.000
. **

(T, %) -0.926 0.754 -0.887 1.000
. * *

in Fig (13).
results was
Fig (14).

SThUU) _Td~(f)/df

fThu(f)/df
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200 Hz) are sensitive for all packaging methods used
in this study were measured, it is a range which is
applied in most applied transporting. The band
widths associated were based on previous study by
[45], these band were chosen for concentrated
frequency visually observed.

According to the measured results, Fig (12) and
Table (4, 5&6) shows the relation between auto
power spectral density and frequency range (0-50
Hz), (50-100 Hz) and (100-200 Hz) and at different
packaging method. Some differences in auto PSD are
evident as shown in Fig (12).

Fig (12, a) at frequency range (0-50 Hz) the
values of PSD in random packin.g are higher than the
values in line distribution and absorber sheet
packaging, this may be return to the method of
packaging samples and the paper between the
samples whose damped the vibration so the values
decreased. For (50-100 Hz) range, the values of PSD
decreased followed by the values at (100-200 Hz).

This is due to the presence of damping in absorber
sheet (isolation medium) affects the response to
shock, and can observe that when vibration
frequency increased the values of PSD decreased.

Fig (15) shows that increasing in bruise volume
(damage) for three methods of package in range (0-
50 Hz) compared to (100-200 Hz). This may be due
to increase number of resonance frequencies in range
(0-50 Hz) as shown in Fig (12), and this may be
related to harmonic force from rotating element
closed to natural frequency of pear, and this is very
important factor in causing damage during
transporting, these findings agreement with [35].
This need much attention in research, the importance
of fruit natural frequency in design of the suspension
system for fruit transport trucks in attempt to keep
the resonance frequencies of the fruit away from
exciting frequency of rotating system and to design
cushioning package to protect an item (fruit) of
known strength from known shock and vibration.

Table (3). The difference in % of damage ~vall,
Change of damage skin

Damage
Type of Frequency, Position Damage Bruise Bruise Bruise

(%) Area Volume Spot RatioPackage (Hz) (A,B,C) (cm2) (cm3) (BSR, %)

Random 0-50 B,C 55 2.88 9.36 32
Distribution 50-100 B,C 58 2.21 7.41 32

100-200 B 61 2.05 421 31

Line 0-50 B,C 35 2.00 8.40 31
• Distribution 50-100 B 45 1.82 5.04 29

100-200 B 52 1.51 3.84 — 28
• 0-50 B 15 1.44 ~ 30

Vibration 50-100 B 22 1.12 3.86 28
Absorber Sheet

100-200 B 33 1.00 2.36 27

Table (4). Descriptive Statistics of Vibration
Packaging at different Frequencies.

Analysis for Pears in Random Distribution

Items Duration Mean Range S. dev SE. —~i;:time Min. Max.
. (0-50 Hz)

P.S.D 5 - 30 1.00 136.46 33.31 8.60 28.66
(dB2JHz) 10 31.49 7.69 164.06 32.16 8.30 26.36

. (50-100 Hz)

PS.D -~ F 15.06 5.15 98.30 17.22 4.45 29.52
(dB2fHz) 10 18.06 13.84 91.65 14.39 3.71 20.58

(1 00-200 Hz)

P.S.D 5 18.96 9.92 89.38 13.74 3.55 18.71
(cIB2/Flrz) 10 4.09 2.15 [ 16.53 2.01 0.52 12.67
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Fig. (12) Relationship between Power Spectral Density (dB”2/Hz) and Frequency (Hz) for Pears at three level of

vibration (0-50), (50-100),(100-200) Hz for variable packaging methods (absorber sheet, line distributed and
random distribution).

Table (5). Descriptive Statistics of Vibration Analysis for Pears in Vibration Absorber Sheet
packaging at different Frequencies.

Duration Range
Items . Mean . S. dev SE C.V.%time Mm. Max.

(0-50 Hz)

P.S.D 5 13.24 4.61 45.71 8.04 2.07 15.68
• (dW/Hz) 23.76 10.38 33.20 3.81 0.98 4.14

. . (50-100 Hz~

J”.S.D 5.49 4.06 22.06 2:73 0.70 12.82.
(dB2/Hz) 10 9.14 3.58 64.06 11.45 2.96 32.36

. . (1 00-200 Hz~

P.S.D 5 5.13 4.06 9.91 1.15 . 0.30 5.79
(dB2/Hz) 10 15.13. 13.84 45.71 4.25 1.08 7.25
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Fig (14). Repeatability of computing damage index
using Transmittance fhnction.

3.2.2. Effect of packagtng method on number of
Pear bruise at - djfferent vibration
frequencies.

The bruise spots have characteristic shapes
expressed by bruise spot ratio (BSR), the ratio of the
bruise spot thickness (t) to the bruise spot diameter
(d). Our results are concentrated in Table (3). The

44

bruises obtained in the package absorber sheet had
rather lower bruise spot ratio than the random and
line distribution package.

Simulations were executed to quanti~ the effect
of packaging method On mechanical damage during
transport of pear. tn the simulations the size of the
box in the simulations was equal to 0.6 xO.4 xO.2 In
leading to a stack height of 20 cm.

Data presented in Fig (15) showed that decreasing.
• in the bruise volume (damage) at different packaging
methods at increasing vibration frequency from
(100—200 Hz), but by investigating (number of
damage pear) Fig (16) at low frequency (0-50 Hz) is
less than (100-200 Hz). This result indicates that the
occurred damage depend on the dynamic
characteristics (q, B) as explained in Fig (9& 10) and
Table (2). Fig (16) shows the effect frequency on
number of pear bruise at different packaging at
duration time 5 min and 10 min. The results iii Fig
(16) showed that for the main factors, the absorber
sheet packaging was the best method of interior
packaging, followed by line distribution produced the

• highest damage level. The vibration duration of (10
min) caused damage levels higher than (5 miii) for all
distribution methods, which means that high bruise
dimensions in the pear containers were increased by
uP increase in vibration duration. The test results
obtained in this study were similar to those obtained
by [46] reported that an increase in the distance
traveled raised the percentage of fruit bruised during
transportation.

Fig (16) shows that the number of bruised pears
increased by increasing frequencies and vibration
durations (5-10 mm). Therefore, most of the
vibration forces transmitted from the vibration table
to the Pears container are absorbed by the Pears in
the containers and cause bruising of the Pears. The
reason for these bruises äan be attributed to the fact
that such forces in the Pears are higher, causing some

Table (~. Descriptive Statistics of Vibration Analysis
Packaging at different Frequencies.

for Pears in Line Distribution

Durati Range
Items on Mean . S. dev SE. C.V.%time Miii. Max.

(0-50Hz)

P.S.D . 5 11.49 1.14 85.11 16.95__1 438 38.08
(dB/Hz?) 10 20.35 6.37 58.77 13.84 J_3.57 17.56

. (50-100 Hz) •. . . —

.P.S.D 5 12.14 1.50 43.41__[ 10.03 2.59 21.35
(dB/Hz2) 10 19.39 16.08 40.58 5.1~ 1.32 6.82

(100-200 Hz) —_______

P.S.D 5 12.72 224 85.11 13.33 3.44 27.06
(dB/Hz2) ~l0 8.56 2.52 85.11 11.10 2.87 33.48

I
~

A

I k
I

1’ ~\ I \ r
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Fig (13). The difference in percent of damage
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of the Pears to be periodically weightless.
Weightlessness allowed the Pears to rotate and to
bump against each other. This movement caused the
surface discolpration and cell wall fatigue, and
consequently bruising damage in Pears according to
[36].

r
r T

Fig. (15) Effect of packaging method on the bruise
volume of pears at different vibration frequencies.

method.

harvesting, sorting and transport of soft fruit and
vegetables. Bruise extent is usually described in
terms of bruise volume, which is closely related to
product quality. The most important bruise factor
in every case is the loading extent, which is
usually expressed in the terms of loading energy
or absorbed energy.

4. The technique allows a very fast measurement on
line (OMA) technique allows a scientist,
technician, or engineer to perform a modal
investigation easily, quickly and accurately. It can
be accomplished by only measuring the response
of the structure subjected to unknown and
unmeasured force furthermore, since the
technique is based on the vibration of the pear as a
whole, a global quality parameters is found, this in
contrast with several classical techniques that are
used to assess fruit quality (for instance
penetrometer or firmness values) that only give
local information.

5. Due to the damping characteristic of pear and
effect of intersect of dominant harmonic
component in the measured responses (which is
unavoidable in many applications of OMA).
EFDD is a robust estimation of the resonant
frequency of the five bending modes and damping
ratio was used, based on smoothing of the
frequency spectrum (coherence) and spaced mode
to sure that there are not leakage exist and there
for the inverse test time are successively obtained.

6. The dynamic characteristics of the fruit species is
an important factor in determining the causes of in
transient fruit damage during transporting, this
need much attention in research, the importance of
fruit natural frequency in design of the suspension
system f& fruit transport trucks in attempent to
keep the resonance frequencies of truck away
from the range of fruit resonance frequency and to
design cushioning package to protect an item
(fruit) of known strength from known shock and
vibration.

4. CONCLUSION

J.. The vibration absorber sheet shows the practical
use of vibration absorber as a quality assessment
technique for pear during transporting and
handling. The use of vibration absorber sheets
appears to reduce the percentage of damaged fruit
by about 46-59%, eliminating the alterations due
to contact with the other fruit and bottom of the
box.

2. Theft is a difference in percentage of damage wall
in fruits according to this investigators transport
damage refer to roller bruising it is important
factor affecting the quality of fresh and processed
fruit

3. Fruit bruising is one of the most important factors
limiting mechanization and automation in
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